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Mark Mulder, manager of curator affairs at the Zekelman
Holocaust Center stands at the entrance to an exhibit of work
by artist and Holocaust survivor Erich Lichtblau-Leskly on
display through Dec. 16. GINA JOSEPH – The Macomb Daily

It’s one thing to see a drawing by Erich Lichtblau-Leskly.
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But quite another to walk through an exhibit of the work he
created and hid in the barracks that confined him to the
Theresienstadt Ghetto during World War II.

“He made this sketch while in the ghetto,” said Mark
Mulder, manger of Curatorial Affairs for the Zekelman
Holocaust Center (HC) looking over one of the drawings in
the exhibit, “To Paint is to Live: The Artwork of Erich
Lichtblau-Leskly” on display at the HC through Dec. 16.

The task alone makes it a masterpiece.

As Mulder explains to visitors of the exhibit though
imprisoned and forced into slave labor, Lichtblau-Leskly
used art to express himself, document the atrocities that
were happening around him while working to maintain
some sense of humanity. Visitors of the exhibit see this
artistically portrayed in the sketches that were done in a
satirical and cartoonish style, which provides a stark
contrast to the atrocities taking place in the Theresienstadt
Ghetto and their accompanying paintings, which the Czech
Jewish artist completed later as a Holocaust survivor.

Take the sketch, “Rations for Heavy-Duty Laborers Only.”

Explaining a painting by Erich Lichtblau-Leskly is Daivd Dehn,
museum educator for the Holocaust Center. GINA JOSEPH –
The Macomb Daily
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The Nazi claimed that workers assigned to hard physical
labor were entitled to additional rations. But Lichtblau-
Leskly mocks their claim with his drawing a tiny spoon
illustrating the inadequate and minuscule portions dished
out daily to prisoners who were perpetually starving.

Several other pieces in the exhibit illustrate how the Red
Cross was made to believe things were much better than
they were. One painting in particular depicts a prisoner
passing by a dentist’s office established purely for keeping
up appearances as a model camp.

The poster in the window conveys the message, “Keep
your mouth shut and teeth healthy” which appears to be an
ad but also conveys the ulterior warning to the prisoners of
Theresienstadt to keep quiet about the true conditions and
inhumane realities of the Holocaust.

To add to the irony, the image depicts a perfect set of teeth
next to a toothbrush and toothpaste, items along with
dental care that were never made available to Jews under
Nazi control.

One of the things that Mulder admires about the collection
is the artist’s depiction of the mundane, which was often
the only sane things about their life in the ghetto such as a
night in the barracks.

A painting by Erich Lichtblau-Leskly titled, “It is Beautified and
Decorated.” Illustration courtesy of HC


